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Student Consultation Framework

What is the framework?
A framework, which will help facilitate good student
consultation. It can be used by any department/person
within the College, and the Students’ Union, as a working
tool, when wishing to consult with students on any
change that may affect them. It recommends a minimum
standard of consultation, which has been determined
though extensive consultation with staff and students.

David Goldsmith
President
union.president@imperial.ac.uk

An online version of this framework
is available online at:

imperialcollegeunion.org/consultation
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Step 1

How to use this framework

Step

Step

Step

1
2
3

Decide whether to seek Union
recognition of your consultation
process

Read the ‘Important Guidance’ section
on pages 6 & 7

Use the table on pages 8 & 9 to ascertain
the impact factor of your decision. You
will then be guided to the appropriate
page with a recommended plan for your
consultation process.

Any problems? The Union is here to help facilitate the consultation
process. For example, we can help provide access to students, for
consultation, for departments that may struggle with this.
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Step 1

Achieving the Union Award
for Great Consultation
For most decisions it is recommended that you use this framework, in tandem with student reps, as a guide to inform
how you consult/communicate with students.
However, you may wish to achieve recognition of your consultation process from the Union. It is recommended that you
only seek to achieve this recognition, at your discretion, for particularly large decisions. Any recognition or award will be
given purely on the merit of the consultation process, with no reference to the decision itself or its outcomes.

Contact the Union President at
union.president@ic.ac.uk who will assign you a contact
based on the context of the consultation.

Agree success criteria with the Union contact. These will be the
methods recommended by the framework. Any methods which
do not apply/ are innapropriate may be removed from the success
criteria. Extra methods of consultation may be added, however
only if agreed by both parties.

Complete the consultation and evidence completion of
methods directly to your Union contact or via student
reps you are working with.

Achieve Union recognition of great consultation if
success criteria achieved and evidenced.

Student Consultation Framework
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Step 2

Important Guidance
Principles of good consultatiton
• Consult with all students who are affected by the change e.g. if a course is being changed, the incoming, as well as the
current year group should be consulted. Think about knock-on effects; some students may be affected that you would
not at first have considered. A conversation with student reps may help to highlight these, or they may come out in your
consultation.
• Ensure that you are asking the right questions, which are not leading. It is useful to devise the questions with student
reps.
• Keep the process of consultation fully transparent and communicate it to the students. When communicating that
students were consulted on a decision, it is essential that you communicate what student opinion was and how it
affected the decision.

Communicating with Students
• Where possible, speak with students in person. This is the best form of communication, due to the rapport it builds.
• Find out from student reps what they believe are the best ways to communicate with the students, for this particular
case. This could be by e-mail, social media, lecture shout-out from reps, etc.
• Students vary in how they access information. Use a few different methods to communicate your message. Ensure you
communicate directly as well as through student reps.

Working with Student Reps
What exactly does the term ‘Student Rep’ refer to?
We refer to all elected student representatives as ‘Student Reps’. These include, but are not limited to: Sabbatical
Officers (i.e. the President and Deputy Presidents)/Constituent Unions (e.g. Graduates students’ Union, Royal College
of Science Students’ Union etc.) Academic Reps (Year reps, Department reps, Academic Affairs officers, Academic and
Welfare Officers, Course rep, Group rep, Programme rep)/ Club, Society & Project Officers and Committee members/
Liberation Officers/ Felix editor/ Halls of residence committees.

Which reps should I work with?
If you are an academic department you will have an existing student rep structure that you know well and can work
with. There may be occasions however when different reps will need to be utilised. For when this is the case/ if you are
not an academic department, please refer to the links below for details of the student representatives which exist. If you
are unsure as to who to work with or feel you would like another level of representation to work with but are not sure
which, please contact the Union President for advice.
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Step 3

How do I get in touch them?
Contact details for all current reps may be found here (including for Halls of Residence committees and Constituent
Unions):
https://www.imperialcollegeunion.org/your-union/your-representatives/a-to-z
Contact details for all club, society or project (including department societies) committee members can be found here:
https://www.imperialcollegeunion.org/activities/a-to-z
Contact details for all Sabbatical officers may be found here:
https://www.imperialcollegeunion.org/your-union/your-representatives/sabbatical-officers

Important points to bear in mind
Situations of urgency
This framework recommends that departments consult proactively in order to avoid situations of urgency. However in
urgent situations, which are unpredictable, it is recommended that you complete as many of the consultation methods
recommended, to the best of your ability. Of course, in some situations, such as a lecturer calling in sick on the day of
the lecture, it is not possible to consult. Should you with to, it may still be possible to achieve Union recognition for your
consultation process with a consultation process agreed in advance with the Union.

Situations which involve sensitive information
If a situation airses which is not covered by this document, or that refers to sensistive information, we would appreciate
it if you would contact the ICU President to discuss how best to handle it. It may be possible to work with the union to
consult with students whilst keeping the information confidential

Cases when it may not be judged appropriate to consult with students
We recognise that there may be cases when student consultation may not be judged appropriate and this document not
used. In these cases it is recommended that your reasons for not consulting are made clear.

Student Consultation Framework
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Step 3

What Impact will your decision have?
Using the guide on the bottom of the page and, considering the change you are looking to consult on, where on the scale do
you think you are?

Colour

Education
Examples

Student
Activities
Examples

One off time or room
change for lecture or
class

Room change for
activity whilst pro
an alternative roo
which is fit for pu

Changing advertised
coursework deadline,
Moving exam dates,
Change in personal
tutor/tutor group

Refurbishment of
or storage area w
will return to origi
purpose after sho
period. Has short
impact on studen
group(s)'s ability t
function

Change in range of
course options/streams/
modlues, Changing PhD
student's supervisors,
Removing a course
which won't affect
current students,
Significant change in
support for professional
development

Removal of equip
central to activity,
Change in facilitie
affect the core ac
of the student gro

Removing a
department/unit/lab,
Removing entire course
which will affect current
students, Changing the
length of the teaching
day, Change to the
working day for PhD
students

Major reduction i
funds, services,
opportunities tha
underpin the exis
of any student gro

Inform affected users (no consultation necessary)

Inform affected users

Green

A day-to-day change in operational practice with no ongoing
effect on the lives of students. A change which in no way
should be opinion influencing when students reflect on their
time at Imperial.

See pages 10

Inform and consult with affected users

Minor Impact
A change which will affect the lives of students for a
short period but which will have little ongoing impact once
embedded. A change which may be opinion influencing
when students reflect on their time at Imperial.

Moderate Impact
A change which has a time limited, but major, effect on the
life of students. A change likely to be opinion influencing
when students reflect on their time at Imperial.

Major Impact
A change which has a long lasting major day-to-day effect
on the life of students for the duration of their relationship
with Imperial. A change likely to be very opinion influencing
and potentially opinion forming when students reflect on
their time at Imperial.

Yellow
See pages 11

Orange
See pages 12

Red
See pages 13

Guide to the scale...
• Use the examples provided as a guideline to ascertain the
appropriate impact factor.
• User(s): A generic term. It applies in the traditional sense (eg.
of a library), but also to potential users, members of a cohort
group, residents of a hall, members of a club, students within a
certain demographic etc.
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• When deciding on the appropriate impact factor it is useful to
bear in mind the percentage or number of user(s) or potential
user(s) affected. What may seem to be a low impact change
may be intrepreted by students as high impact, by virtue of the
fact that it affects a large number of users.
• If in doubt between two impact levels, always go higher

Step 3

Welfare
Examples

Facilities &
Campuses
Examples

Residence
Examples

Union
Examples

ICT Examples

r club
oviding
om
urpose

Change of contact
details for the disability
advisory service

Replacing furniture,
Closure of a building
over a weekend

Closing cooking/
washing facilities for
professional cleaning for
a short period

Updating e-activities

Planned system outage

f room
which
inal
ort
t- term
nt
to

Relocating chaplaincy,
Change in service
operating hours

Refurbishment of a
room regularly used by
students, Removal or
addition of a Careers
event

Changing cleaning
provision in the halls,
Annual review of
hall rents, Change in
opening hours of ethos

Change to opening
hours of a service or
outlet

Alteration to e-mail
mailbox quota/printer
credit

pment
y,
es that
ctivity
oup(s)

Change in the level of
service provided by the
Counselling service

Walkway
redevelopment,
Opening of a new
catering outlet on
campus

Temporary closing
of a hall/wing for
refurbishment

Redefining sabbatical
officer roles, Changes
to services offered

Change to software
platform or service
provision

in

Significantly altering the
Wardening Service

Closure of a common
room/social facility

Purchasing a new hall
of residence/ Closing an
old Hall of residence

Union space being
relocated, Review
of democracy of
governance structures

Removal or introduction
of a major ICT service
for example a new
e-learning platform

at
stence
roup(s)
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Step 4

Inform Affected Users
A day-to-day change in operational practice with no ongoing effect on the lives of students. A
change which in no way should be opinion influencing when students reflect on their time at Imperial. Normally little or no consultation with students is necessary.

Recommended Timescale
Complete all agreed methods as soon as possible and normally not on the day of the change.

Recommended Consultation Methods
Normally complete all of these methods
Engage affected students in advance of the proposed change with a route for reply
Engage student reps and discuss with them if appropriate

Any problems? The Union is here to help. Email
union.president@imperial.ac.uk.
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Step 4

Minor Impact
A change which will affect the lives of students for a short period but which will have little ongoing
impact once embedded. A change which may be opinion influencing when students reflect on their
time at Imperial. An appropriate consultation process is needed.

Recommended Timescale
Complete all agreed methods before decision is made. Normally begin consultation process one month
or more in advance of decision.

Recommended Consultation Methods
Normally complete all of these methods
Engage affected students in advance of the proposed change with a route for reply
Work with student reps to devise appropriate questions to ask users
Work with student reps to gather student opinion

Normally complete of these methods if relevant
Use data from SOLE (Student Online Evaluation)
Engage with students at a staff/student committee if one appears within the timeframe of the consultation
Engage with recent alumni (particularly useful for one-year masters courses)

Normally complete at least one of these methods
Seek the opinion of the Union President or one of the Deputy Presidents
Conduct a structured call for ideas and opinions with the help of student reps
Conduct a survey designed and analysed in tandem with student reps. It is recommended however that you avoid
conducting surveys, particularly those sent to students via e-mail, and instead feed into an existing survey in order to
avoid students being overwhelmed by surveys. Reps may want to conduct a poll on facebook.
Put together and work with, in tandem with student reps, a representative focus group containing students.
Hold an informal meeting with students which has been advertised to all affected students.

Next steps
Refine ideas after consultation and then re-seek opinion with a method(s) agreed with student reps. You may find
that when reflecting on student feedback you realise that you had not chosen the appropriate impact factor. In this
case it is recommended that you switch to the appropriate impact factor and complete any additional consultation
methods recommended.
Close the feedback loop: communicate the results of the consultation and how it influenced the final decision to
be taken, before making the decision. It is important that if a course of action is taken, that is contrary to student
opinion, reasons for this being the case are communicated.

Any problems? The Union is here to help. Email
union.president@imperial.ac.uk.
Student Consultation Framework
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Step 4

Moderate Impact
A change which has a time limited, but major effect on the life of students. A change likely to be opinion
influencing when students reflect on their time at Imperial. A moderately sized consultation process is
necessary.

Recommended Timescale
Complete all agreed methods before decision is made. Normally begin consultation process two
months or more in advance of decision.

Recommended Consultation Methods
Normally complete all of these methods
Engage affected students in advance of the proposed change with a route for reply
Work with student reps to devise appropriate questions to ask users
Work with student reps to gather student opinion
Seek the opinion of the Union President or one of the Deputy Presidents

Normally complete of these methods if relevant
Use data from SOLE (Student Online Evaluation)
Engage with students at a staff/student committee if one appears within the timeframe of the consultation
Engage with recent alumni (particularly useful for one-year masters courses)

Normally complete at least one of these methods
Conduct a structured call for ideas and opinions with the help of student reps
Conduct a survey designed and analysed in tandem with student reps. It is recommended however that you avoid
conducting surveys, particularly those sent to students via e-mail, and instead feed into an existing survey in order to
avoid students being overwhelmed by surveys. Reps may want to conduct a poll on facebook.
Put together and work with, in tandem with student reps, a representative focus group containing students.
Hold an informal meeting with students which has been advertised to all affected students.

Next steps
Refine ideas after consultation and then re-seek opinion with a method(s) agreed with student reps. You may find
that when reflecting on student feedback you realise that you had not chosen the appropriate impact factor. In this
case it is recommended that you switch to the appropriate impact factor and complete any additional consultation
methods recommended.
Close the feedback loop: communicate the results of the consultation and how it influenced the final decision to
be taken, before making the decision. It is important that if a course of action is taken, that is contrary to student
opinion, reasons for this being the case are communicated.

Any problems? The Union is here to help. Email
union.president@imperial.ac.uk.
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Step 4

Major Impact
A change which has a long lasting major day-to-day effect on the life of students for the duration of their
relationship with Imperial. A change likely to be very opinion influencing and potentially opinion forming
when students reflect on their time at Imperial. A large scale consultation process is necessary.

Recommended Timescale
Complete all agreed methods before decision is made. Normally begin consultation process four
months or more in advance of decision.

Recommended Consultation Methods
Normally complete all of these methods
Engage affected students in advance of the proposed change with a route for reply
Work with student reps to devise appropriate questions to ask users
Work with student reps to gather student opinion
Officially present and seek opinion at a relevant Union committee or Union Council
Seek the opinion of the Union President or one of the Deputy Presidents

Normally complete of these methods if relevant
Use data from SOLE (Student Online Evaluation)
Engage with students at a staff/student committee if one appears within the timeframe of the consultation
Engage with recent alumni (particularly useful for one-year masters courses)

Normally complete at least two of these methods
Conduct a structured call for ideas and opinions with the help of student reps
Conduct a survey designed and analysed in tandem with student reps. It is recommended however that you avoid
conducting surveys, particularly those sent to students via e-mail, and instead feed into an existing survey in order to
avoid students being overwhelmed by surveys. Reps may want to conduct a poll on facebook.
Put together and work with, in tandem with student reps, a representative focus group containing students.
Hold an informal meeting with students which has been advertised to all affected students.

Next steps
Refine ideas after consultation and then re-seek opinion with a method(s) agreed with student reps. You may find
that when reflecting on student feedback you realise that you had not chosen the appropriate impact factor. In this
case it is recommended that you switch to the appropriate impact factor and complete any additional consultation
methods recommended.
Close the feedback loop: communicate the results of the consultation and how it influenced the final decision to
be taken, before making the decision. It is important that if a course of action is taken, that is contrary to student
opinion, reasons for this being the case are communicated.

Any problems? The Union is here to help. Email union.president@imperial.ac.uk.
Student Consultation Framework
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